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GWA Business Solutions Sparks Initiative to Win Back Manufacturing in
Canada
Toronto‐based manufacturing software provider sees small and medium‐sized
manufacturers in North America winning back business once lost to outsourcing.
Toronto, Canada – APRIL 18, 2012 – GWA Business Solutions Canada, Inc. (www.GWAbiz.com), a
Toronto‐based technology firm and Isah Business Software provider, returned from FABTECH Canada
2012 with news of developing momentum within Canada’s manufacturing sector. Conference
participants’ interested in ERP software and related technologies provided further evidence of the
continued rebound of manufacturing in North America. More importantly, North American
manufacturers reported the return of work previously outsourced to companies in Asia and elsewhere.
GWA Founder and President, Gail Wilson, saw many positive signs at FABTECH Canada 2012. “It was a
tremendous success for us and for show visitors. We met a surprising number of companies taking a
closer look at supply chain technology and reporting the return of manufacturing work ‐ previously
outsourced overseas ‐ to this side of the Pacific.” An emerging trend she refers to as in‐sourcing.
In partnership with Isah Business Software, consultants at GWA Business Solutions welcomed
attendees to FABTECH Canada 2012 which featured a cocktail reception opened by the Dutch Consul
General in Canada, a keynote speech by 5‐time Gold Medalist Jeff Adams, and open discussions related
to overcoming challenges in the North American manufacturing industry.
Wilson adds, “The primary theme of this year’s event is to win back manufacturing in Canada. To do
that, manufacturers have to evaluate and organize their processes so they can be more effective and
profitable.” She says that’s why technology like Isah Manufacturing Software is so important now.
“Isah ERP and MRP software gives manufacturers – within all industry sectors – the right fit at an
affordable price.”
GWA Business Solutions announced its partnership with Isah Business Software late last year. Available
in Europe for 25 years, the Isah manufacturing platform is especially well suited to small and medium‐
sized manufacturers and also those within the upper mid‐market. Highly regarded for its extensive
standard capabilities, ease of integration, and adherence to the manufacturing industry’s standards,
Isah software is the affordable, value oriented ERP solution for manufacturers.
For more information about GWA Business Solutions, visit www.GWAbiz.com.

About GWA Business Solutions Canada, Inc.
GWA Business Solutions Inc. provides business software and technology solutions to clients throughout
Canada and the U.S. As a Sage “Select” Authorized partner, they offer implementation, training,
support, for Sage ERP Accpac, Sage PRO, BusinessVision, Sage CRM, and technology consulting services
with value added expertise. The GWA team is growing to meet their clients’ needs. Since 1983 GWA
Business Solutions (previously Gail Wilson & Associates Inc.) has provided total technology solutions to
meet unique business requirements. GWA is also dedicated to providing solutions that fit the needs of
their clients and therefore actively searches for software to fulfill these needs.
For more information about GWA Business Solutions, visit www.GWAbiz.com.

